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SAFETY FIRST
General soldering safety rules
• The iron is EXTREMELY hot, do not touch or play around with it. Avoid the soldering iron tip touching any
cables/flammable materials/components/skin,etc.
• Return the iron to its stand when resting and turn off the soldering iron when you are not using it.
• Use safety goggles when soldering.
• If using a sponge to clean the soldering iron, make sure it is wet.
• Only one person working with the iron at a time.
• Do NOT leave unattended an operating soldering iron.
• Avoid breathing the plumes coming from the iron.
• Wash your hands after handling solder and specially before eating. Solder contains lead, a poisonous metal.

General metal cutting rules
• Use safety googlies when cutting metal (the cans) or snipping the paperclips.
• The edges of cut metal may be sharp, handle with care to avoid cuts!

Superglue
• Place the cap on the Superglue when not in use.
• Superglue acts nearly instantly, avoid contact with your eyes or skin.
• Acetone may be used to dissolve superglue if necessary.

Acetone and Lacquer Thinner
• Acetone and Lacquer Thinner are both highly flammable. Keep well away from the soldering iron and other hot items.
• Keep away from eyes, nose and mouth. Do not inhale fumes.
• Read the instructions carefully before use.
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GENERAL SOLDERING TIPS
1. Set the soldering station to the high end of the 300◦ C setting. Lead free solder will generally require a higher setting
to properly melt the solder. The iron should be hot enough to melt the solder, while cool enough that the rosin should
smoke for about three seconds after the solder melts.
2. Make sure to properly “tin” the tip of the soldering iron before each use. To do this melt a little solder on the end of
the iron and wipe it off on the sponge. The tip should be bright and shiny.
3. Add a little solder to the tip just before starting to solder. This will allow the iron to make better contact and help
heat the pieces.
4. Make sure to make contact with both metals that should be soldered. Both metals need to be heated sufficiently to
melt the solder in order to get a good bond between the metals. Failure to do so will result in a “Cold” solder joint.
5. Do not move the pieces that are to be soldered until after the solder has cooled. This can also result in a “Cold” solder
joint.
6. Melt the solder by touching it to the pieces that are to be joined, not the soldering iron.
7. You should not need to heat the pieces for more than a few seconds. If it is taking too long, remove the iron and
re-position it. You do not want to melt/burn the surrounding parts.
8. Remove the solder from the pieces before removing the iron.
9. Before soldering wires into the perf board, it can help to pre-solder the ends.
10. You generally do not need a lot of solder.
11. learn to know the difference between a cold solder joint (dull) and a good solder joint(shiny)
12. If desired, the resin may be removed from the finished solder joint by applying a small amount of lacquer thinner on a
Q-tip and dabbing the hardened resin.
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INSTRUCTIONS: ELECTRONICS PART 1
1. Step
Verify you have all the materials and tools in hand, examine each of them.

Materials needed

Tools needed

• ZTP 115 IR sensor

• Soldering iron

• Toggle switch

• Cable stripper

• Red LED

• Needle nose pliers

• Banana female RED

• Ruler (On page: 11)

• Banana female BLACK
• Red, black and green cable
• Solder
2. Cut 2 red cables and 2 black cables 5 inches long (for the outputs and LED).
3. Cut 1 additional red cable and 1 black cable 10 inches long (for the sensor).
4. Cut 2 green cables 5 inches long (for the switch).
5. Use the cable stripper to strip ∼ 14 " from the ends of the wires you just cut. Use the AWG 22(-.65mm) notch to strip
the wires.
6. Take a red and a black 5” cable for the LED. Figure 1a shows how to distinguish between the cathode and the anode.
The ”big flag” inside the LED is the cathode and the ”small flag” is the anode. Solder the black cable to the cathode
and the red cable to the anode. Snip the led leads below the solder joint.
Tip: Before soldering, twist together the LED terminal and the cable so that they stay in place while soldering. Use
the pliers.
7. Take the remaining red and a black 5” cables for the outputs. Solder the cables according to Figure 1b.
Tip: Before soldering, place the cable copper inside the output terminal and tighten up a loop, again so that it stays
in place while soldering. Use the pliers.
8. Use the green cables to solder the switch following Figure 1c.
9. Take the long red and black 10” cables for the sensor. See Figure 1d. Orient the sensor so that the uninsulated pin is
towards you. Bend the uninsulated pin towards the ground pin(right) Solder these two pins to the black cable. Solder
the left pin to the red cable. Make sure not to solder the red cable to the sensor’s can.
Tip: Make small loops with the cable’s copper and tighten it to the sensor’s terminal before soldering. Use the pliers.
10. Set these parts aside, they will be required in the physical assembly of the device.

Safety:Turn OFF the soldering iron.
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(a) LED cathode and anode.
(b) Output soldering.

(d) Sensor soldering.

(c) Switch soldering.

Figure 1: Electronics Part 1
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INSTRUCTIONS: ELECTRONICS PART 2
1. Verify you have all the materials and tools in hand, examine each of them.
Safety: Verify the soldering iron tool is off
Materials needed

Tools needed

• Perfboard

• Soldering iron

• Battery connector

• Cable stripper

• Socket

• Needle nose pliers

• 1 kΩResistor 0.25 W 5% ( Brown Black Red)

• Half-round file

• 10 MΩResistor 0.25 W 5% ( Brown Black Blue)

• Ruler (On page: 11)

• 10 kΩPotentiometer 0.75 W

• Flat screwdriver (small).

• Red, black and green cable

• Multimeter

• Solder
2. Use the file to smooth two opposite edges of your perfboard as shown in Figure 2. Notice that the holes in the
perfboard are NOT symmetrical from the top to the bottom.

File
Different

Figure 2: Smoothing the edges of the perfboard.
3. Adjust the potentiometer to approximately 500Ω between the terminals indicated by Figure 3. Use the multimeter
to measure the resistance and the flat screwdriver to adjust the resistance.
4. Cut one 1 34 " black cable. Strip the ends to

1
4 ".

5. Cut one 1 34 " black cable. Strip one end to
of the mounting screws.

1
4"

and the other end to

1
2 ".

Note that this end will be wrapped around one

6. Place the board so that the side with copper is down. Place the components one by one according to the diagram
in Figure 4, including the black cables. Verify that the components are in the right place before soldering. All the
components must be set in the right orientation and position as indicated by the diagram.
Note: The LM324 amplifier must be oriented as indicated, pay attention to the notch (semicircle) at the top of the
socket. The orientation of the potentiometer is important to be able to adjust it once the device is assembled. You will
need to bend or snip the pin nearest the screw in order to place the potentiometer into the circuit board.
7. Flip the board over and solder the joints. The filled red dots in the diagram indicate joints that should be soldered on
this step.
Tip: Avoid filling in empty holes with the solder, as they may be needed for final assembly.
Tip: Do not trim the extra pieces of wire that come at the bottom of the perfboard after soldering, they may be useful
in the final assembly when making connections between solder joints.
Safety:Turn OFF the soldering iron when finished.
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Figure 3: Setting the potentiometer.

Battery

10 MΩ

1 kΩ

Figure 4: Initial circuit configuration. Red circles indicate new solder points. Black circles indicate previous solder points.
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INSTRUCTIONS: PHYSICAL ENCLOSURE
1. Verify you have all the materials and tools in hand, examine each of them.
Materials needed

Tools needed

• Empty soda cans (2).

• Needle nose pliers

• paper clips(3).

• Hammer

• M8 washer.

• Finishing Nail

• 10mm insulated standoffs.

•

• Screws (2 for the legs, 1 for the battery holder).

• Ruler (On page: 11)

• Battery holder

• Metal scissors

• Nut (for the battery holder).

• Can opener

• Superglue.

• Flat screwdriver (small).

• Lacquer thinner

• 3 pennies

1
8"

and

1
4"

Drill bits.

• 4" cable-tie
• Cabled banana outputs
• Cabled toggle switch
• Cabled LED
• Cabled sensor

Sensor Support Structure
2. Look at the photo of the paperclip structure in Figure 5. Bend the three paperclips according to the sequence shown
in Figure 6. The paperclips will hold the sensor in place.
Note: The final paperclips should be able to sit freely on the table with the hooked end flat on the surface, and the
long end pointing straight up. This will making gluing the paperclips much easier.
Tip: Use the needle nose pliers to make the sharp final bend.
3. Superglue the M8 washer to the three clips. The three clips must have the correct alignment, use the bottom template
in Figure 8 to set the right angles between the paperclips before using the superglue. Use pennies to hold up the ends
of the paperclip.
Tip: Let the superglue set for at least 20 minutes before moving the assembled parts.
Safety: The superglue is nearly instantaneous, handle with care to avoid it dripping in your hands or skin.

Can Body
4. Use lacquer thinner to clean the bottoms of the cans.
5. Use the can opener to remove the top of one of your soda cans. Note that the blade should go inside the lip of the
can, while the gearing is to the outside. Clean the can interior if necessary.
6. Cut out the Side template (Figure 7) to perforate all the holes required around the can with the finishing nail.
Note the PC holes should be on the bottom of the can. Enlarge the holes on the side of the can to about 18 " by twisting
the drill bit back and forth. You need 1 hole for the battery holder, 1 for the sensor cables, 2 for the standoffs and 2
for the perfboard. Do NOT enlarge the three holes for the paperclips (labeled PC) on the bottom of the can.
Tip: Tape the template to the can to keep it from moving. Note: The scissors will most likely work best when cutting
one direction around the can than going the other direction.
Safety: Be careful not to cut yourself when twisting the drill bits with your hands. Use Paper towels to hold the bit.
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Figure 5: Gluing the Paperclip Structure
7. Set the battery holder with the nut on the inside. You may wish to spread the arms of the battery holder to better
place the nut while initially setting the screw in place.
Tip: Use the pliers to hold the nut and tighten the screw with your other hand and finally with the screwdriver.
8. Set the 10mm insulated standoffs as legs for the device.
9. Make sure that the LED hole is smooth and free of any metal bits hanging into the interior of the can. Superglue the
cabled LED into its hole.

Cap
10. Cut the second soda can in half using the metal scissors. Keep trimming the bottom half of the can until it is about
1 41 " high. (This will be the cap of the device). Clean the can interior if necessary.
Tip: Use the nail to perforate the middle of the can and start cutting from there. Note that the scissors will likely
cut better going one direction around the can then the other.
Safety: The metal strips and the edges of the can are sharp, handle them with care.
11. Make sure the cap fits your soda can comfortably, and take note of the ideal orientation between the can and the cap.
12. The cap will hold 3 components: the ON/OFF switch and the two outputs to make the measurement. Use the Cap
Template in Figure 9 for the cap and make the three required holes with the finishing nail. Use the 18 " drill bit to
expand the holes, followed by the 41 " drill bit.
Note: Be careful with the orientation.
Safety: Be careful not to cut yourself when twisting the drill bits with your hands. Use paper towels to hold the bit.
13. Screw in the cabled switch and the two cabled outputs.

Sensor Integration
14. Place the paperclip/washer structure into the holes located in the bottom of the can. Place the wooden spacer between
the paperclips so that it is lying across the lip of the can. Cut out the bottom template and cut ∼ 14 " notches along the
lines. Place the template on the wooden spacer. Place a penny in the center of the template. Align the sensor so that
it is centered and sitting flush on top of the penny. Without removing the height aid, superglue the legs of the tripod
to the can (a couple of drops will suffice).
15. Take the cabled sensor and twist the two (black and red) cables together for about 3 inches. Note: Be careful and
leave enough leeway close to the sensor to avoid bending the sensor terminals too much or shorting them.
16. Set the cabled sensor to the can. First introduce the cables into the appropriate hole and then use the cable-tie to
attach the cables to the paperclip.
17. Superglue the sensor to the washer by spreading a drop of super glue around the outside edge of the sensor can.
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Figure 6: Paperclip Bending
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INSTRUCTIONS: FINAL ASSEMBLY
1. Verify you have all the materials and tools in hand, examine each of them.
Materials needed

Tools needed

• Can body and can cap with components.

• Soldering iron

• Metallic standoffs.
• Screws (4 for the standoffs).
• Perfboard with components
• 9V battery
• LM324N OPAMP
2. Set the sensor and LED cables coming from the body of the device to the perfboard as indicated in Figure 10. First
check that the cables are in the right spot and then solder.

Battery

Battery
Output
Switch

Sensor

Sensor

LED

LED

Figure 10: Final cabling positions in the perfboard. Red circles indicate new solder points. Black circles indicate previous
solder points.
3. Set the switch and output cables of the device to the perfboard as indicated in Figure 10. First check that the cables
are in the right spot and then solder.
Safety:Turn OFF the soldering iron when finished.
4. Trim the extra wire at the bottom of the perfboard.
5. Attach metallic standoffs to the perfboard.
6. place the OPAMP IC into the socket.
7. snip extra wire beneath the perfboard.
8. Plug the multimeter into the outputs. Turn on the sensor and test the instrument! If it does not work, see the
trouble-shooting section on page 14.
9. Arrange the cabling so that the perfboard can be easily introduced to the can. Introduce the perfboard and set the
metallic standoffs to the can enclosure. Tighten the screws into place. Note: Be sure to leave the battery connector
on the outside for the next step.
10. Connect the battery to the connector on the perfboard. Set the battery inside the body of the device.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
You have followed the instructions and now the completed Soda Can Sensor sits in front of you. You turn it on and ...
nothing... or the light goes on but there is no measurement. Here are a few things to check.
• look for cold(dull) solder joints. Check that wires are not loose in the solder. If you find a cold solder joint, reheat it
with the iron until the solder flows. Make sure to heat both metals that should be bonded.
• With the sensor off, use the multimeter on the continuity setting to check that all black wires are connected to ground
(the black output). Make sure that no other wires are connected to ground.
• Make sure that no wires extending below the perf-board are shorting to each other.
• Check that the components are soldered into the correct holes.
• Try changing the sensitivity by adjusting the screw on the potentiometer.
• With the sensor on, test the voltages across various parts of the circuit.
• As a last resort, try replacing the op-amp.
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Figure 11: The Soda Can IR Sensor circuit diagram
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PARTS LIST FOR SODA CAN SENSOR
Prices as of April 2012

Electronics
1. ZTP 115 (1). IR sensor. Price $3.86
http://www.newark.com/jsp/search/browse.jsp?N=0&Ntk=gensearch_001&Ntt=categorynumber69953
2. LM324N (1). OPAMP. Price $0.48
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/LM324N/LM324NFS-ND/458682
3. 14 Pin Socket (1). Price $0.22
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/1-390261-3/A100205-ND/1125623
4. 1 kΩResistor 0.25 W 5% (1). Price $0.08
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/CF14JT1K00/CF14JT1K00CT-ND/1830350
5. 10 MΩResistor 0.25 W 5% (1). Price $0.08
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/CF14JT10M0/CF14JT10M0CT-ND/1830444
6. 10 kΩPotentiometer 0.75 W. Price $1.26
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/89PR10KLF/987-1159-ND/2408737
7. PC board (1). $2.10 per 2 boards.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103799
8. 9V battery (1). Price $1.98
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/6LR61XWA2F1SB/P647-ND/2043738
9. Battery connector (1). Price $0.53
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/BS6I/BS6I-ND/32055
10. Toggle switch (1). Price $2.59
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/A101SYZQ04/450-1523-ND/1021810
11. Red LED (1). Price $0.49
( This item has been obsoleted by the manufacturer. You may need to substitute an alternate LED)
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/LN238RPH/P554-ND/410771
12. Banana female RED (1). $Price 0.86
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/105-0802-001/J117-ND/5895
13. Banana female BLACK (1). $Price 0.86
http://search.digikey.com/us/en/products/105-0803-001/J118-ND/5896
14. Black cable (3 feet). Price $7.49 for 25 ft.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2049745.
15. Red cable (3 feet). Price $7.49 for 25 ft.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2049745.
16. Green cable (2 feet). Price $7.49 for 25 ft.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2049745.
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Physical enclosure
1. Empty soda cans (2).
2. paper clips (3).
3. M8 washer (1).
4. Finishing Nail (1).
5. 4 inch cable tie (1).
6. Metallic standoffs (2). Price $1.99 per 4 standoffs.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2102848
7. 10mm insulated standoffs (2). Price $2.99 per 4 standoffs.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2102860
8. #6 Screws (1) (for the battery holder). Price $2.19 for 14.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103351.
9. Battery holder (1). Price $1.19 per 2 holders.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2062220#tabsetBasic
10. Nut (1) (for the battery holder). Price $2.19 for 30.
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103303

Tools
1. Safety Goggles
2. Tape
3. Soldering Station
4. Resin core solder
5. Superglue(cyanoacrelate)
6. Wire stripper.
7. Needle nose pliers.
8. Flat screwdriver (small).
9. Hammer.
10. Can opener.
11. Metal scissors.
12.

1
8"

and

1
4"

Drill bits.

13. Metal (flat or half-round) file.
14. Ruler (On page: 11)
15. Multimeter.
16. Wood Spacer ( 38 " x 1 14 " x 3")
17. pennies (3)
18. Lacquer Thinner
19. Acetone
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